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Don’t just thank your workers;
learn how to arm them!
Visit Redzone in the FreshTEC Hall
CLICK HERE >>
This platform is just awesome and it is
going to bring us together as a team.

June 15-19 2020
Learn how Redzone’s produce community are achieving
unbelievable (in fact, miraculous) productivity results,
in less than 90 days, by digitizing their production and
QA data collection. Redzone is an easy to learn and use
solution that actually builds a culture of teamwork and
connects your Production, Quality, and Maintenance
teams for dramatic productivity boosts. Put an iPad
in the hands of your production workers and you give
them a digital identity that enables them to connect
to everyone and everyone else so your whole team is
pulling in the same direction.

Join us for our

Webinar July 9
Unite Quality & Production Teams
on the Common Goal –
Safe, Quality Food
Register HERE >>

Brandon Barbieri
Director of Operations, Taylor Farms

This is an engagement tool that leads to
Continuous Improvement to drive
better production results.
Debbie Raddie
VP of Operations, Boardman Foods

Redzone’s Food & Beverage Productivity Benchmark
Our Benchmark report summarizes the results of a
controlled study which included 400 mid-sized Food,
Beverage & CPG plants in North America. It shows
the effect on productivity that occurs with the
introduction of a Production System; incorporating
lean production techniques with a mobile application
to make them stick.
To request a copy click HERE >>
Connect with the Redzone Community of Customers
If you are interested in being introduced to other Produce
community manufacturer customers in our Redzone
Community please come along and let us know and we’ll
make the introductions. You can find out what their CI/Food
Safety challenges were and how they overcame them.

Just some of Redzone’s Produce Community

rzsoftware.com

